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Eurelectric Power Summit
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Products with users around the world
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Google’s energy journey
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Nearly
7 GW of
renewable
energy
400 MW
100 MW

Wind

Solar
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100% RE does not fundamentally solve the problem
Due to the variability associated with renewables, we still rely heavily on fossil
fuels from the grid during periods of low wind or solar
Carbon-free energy supply
Gaps in carbon-free energy
January
1

December
31

Data centre hour-by-hour demand and clean energy supply
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Beyond 100% Renewable:

24/7 Carbon Free Energy
Sourcing clean energy
for Google’s operations
in all places, at all times
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Proprietary + Confidential

From 100% Renewable to 24/7 Carbon-Free
24/7 Carbon-Free Energy: Consumed
electricity of every data center and
office campus is matched with carbonfree electricity, every hour of every day

100% Annual RE Match: Consumed
electricity is a mix of RE and Non-RE, but
is matched 100% with RE purchases
around the world

January 1

December 31

Midnight
Morning
Noon
Afternoo
n

Google global
electricity
consumption,
MWh

Google global
purchases of
renewable
electricity, MWh

Evening

0% match with
carbon-free energy

100% match with
carbon-free energy
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Program Principles
1.

Time-based Matching: moving from annual volume-based goal
to hourly matching of load

2. Local Procurement: moving from global matching of demand to
local (regional grid)
3. Technology-inclusive: moving from renewable energy only to
all carbon-free energy (includes nuclear, carbon capture
sequestration (CCS), etc.)
4. Additionality: adding new clean energy projects to the grid
through procurement, but recognize additionality is a spectrum.
5. The Grid is the Ultimate Goal: broader goal of 24/7 CFE is to
decarbonize the entire electricity grid
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Impact

Princeton University’s
analysis of 24/7 carbon-free energy
Report’s findings
Deepens reductions in CO2 emissions
from a buyer’s electricity consumption
Leads to greater system-level
emissions reductions
Accelerates deployment of advanced
Carbon-Free Energy technologies
Drives significantly more retirement
of fossil fuel capacity
Comes at a modest cost premium compared to 100% RE
annual matching

🔗
acee.princeton.edu/24-7
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Google’s Three-Pillar Approach

Purchasing

Technology

Policy

Buy more and different
types of clean energy
deployed locally

Accelerate technology
innovation

Advocating for policy
changes to decarbonize
electricity grids
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Example: Purchasing

Google’s hourly carbon-free electricity score in Germany:
from 62% to 80% (and beyond)
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Example: Technology

Next-generation
geothermal energy
Partnership with Fervo Energy to
develop “always-on” clean energy
for Nevada’s electricity grid.
A step taken locally to advance
geothermal energy use globally.
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Example: Policy

Google’s Policy Roadmap for 24/7 Carbon-Free Energy
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Thank you
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We envision a future in which every grid is run
on 24/7 carbon-free energy
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Spurring a Global Movement
United Nations’
24/7 Carbon-free Energy Compact
A global group of companies,
governments, and organizations actively
engaged in accelerating the
technologies, policies, tools, ideas, and
advocacy that will collectively realize
24/7 CFE for all.
65 signatories and counting!

GoCarbonFree247.com
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Backup
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7X
more computing
power than data
centers from
5 years ago

Source: Google Environmental Report
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Efficiency

Google data centers
are 2X more energy
efficient than a
typical data center
Servers

Facilities

Typical
data centers

Google
data centers
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Carbon-intelligent load-shifting
Reducing data center carbon footprints by shifting flexible compute tasks across locations is a progression of our
first step in carbon-aware computing to shift compute across time
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Cleaner backup power to
enable 24/7 CFE

First-ever
battery backup system

Flexible capacity
provided to grid, paving
the way toward a clean
energy future
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Opportunities ahead for 24/7 CFE

What’s next?
Google will continue to partner with companies and organizations to build the tools and
resources needed to enable 24/7 CFE.
Pursuing 24/7 CFE targets presents opportunities across the board:
● Digitalization: leads to better data management and smarter, scalable solutions
● Commercialization: time-based energy attribute credits can help spur development
of the right clean energy resources
● Standardization: peer learning and standards development can accelerate uptake
among decision makers
● Partnerships: collaboration between utilities, data providers, and governments can
accelerate progress towards grid decarbonization through business innovation and
data-informed policy
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Hourly scenarios
in our carbon-free
energy framework
Google-contracted
CFE is less than site
load

Grid carbon-based energy

Every hour in a
24/7 CFE
future

MWh

Grid carbon-free energy
(CFE)
Google-contracted CFE
Excess Google-contracted CFE
Zero Googlecontracted CFE

Google-contracted
CFE exceeds site
load

Source: 24x7 White Paper
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Carbon Neutral

100% Renewable

offsets emissions

reduces emissions

24/7 Carbonfree
eliminates emissions

Google’s progress

Since 2007

Since 2017

By 2030

Helps combat climate change

✅

✅

✅

Encourages full-scale transformation of electric grids

❌

❌

✅

Directly reduces carbon emissions associated with electricity
use

❌

✅

✅

Eliminates all carbon emissions associated with electricity use

❌

❌

✅

Matches annual electricity consumption with clean energy

❌

✅

✅

Matches hourly electricity consumption with clean energy

❌

❌

✅

Directly increases amount of clean energy on some electric
grids
where a company operates

❌

✅

✅

Directly increases amount of clean energy on every electric
grid

❌

❌

✅
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